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Seven of the 13 races on the Friday night card at the Meadowlands are for trotters, and two races feature solid contenders trained by Jonas Czernyson, who is training horses
up north this winter instead of in South Florida. Czernyson
and his wife, Christine, have bought
a house in New Jersey.
“We moved in a few weeks ago
but we just got our furniture,” said
Czernyson on Dec. 30. “We did have
one bed, one couch, and 2 TVs, and
the racing channel, so we were OK.”
Czernyson has 45 horses in
training at Winner’s International
training center in New Jersey, including Friday night starters Mistery Woman and Coffeecake
Hanover. Mistery Woman won her
last start, Dec. 19, beating Master
“We’re going to Of Law by a comfortable margin.
She’s battling the boys again, alkeep racing
though Master Of Law is not in
her if she
the field in Race 6 Friday night, a
shows she
wants to race.” B-1/A-1/FFA Handicap carrying a
– Jonas Czernyson purse of $30,000.
“She’s about the same as she
on Mistery Woman
was when she won the Allerage at
Lexington. She just took a while to get good last year,”
said Czernyson. “We’re going to keep racing her if she
shows she wants to race, but no matter how good she is,
come February we’re breeding her. She’s going to be bred
to Muscle Hill.”
Czernyson said he has raced in-foal mares in the past, but
with Mistery Woman, a 5-year-old daughter of Donato
Hanover with a mark of 1:51 and $480,360 in earnings, he is
inclined to make her retirement from racing official when
she is bred. “It’s a lot of money to invest in breeding, so you
want to give her a chance,” he said.
Coffeecake Hanover, also a 5 year old, won on Dec. 12 at
the Meadowlands but didn’t fare as well in her last start
on Dec. 26, finishing seventh in 1:53.3. She’s 20-1 on the
morning line with the close favorites in the race Rolls Blue
Chip (4-1), Sweet Justice (7-2) and It Really Matters (3-1).
“She’s on the same program as Mistery Woman, she’ll
be bred this year,” said Czernyson of Coffeecake Hanover,
a daughter of Cantab Hall. “We haven’t completely decided who to breed her to, but I think she might go to
Trixton.”—By Kathy Parker

Mistery Woman
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Miami Valley Opens
2015 Meet Friday Night
Among the tracks open for racing this weekend is Miami
Valley north of Cincinnati, which begins its second harness meet on Friday night, Jan. 2. Race secretary Gregg
Keidel has full fields for both the Friday night and Saturday night cards. Post time is 6:30 p.m.
With just under $6 million in the purse account as the meet
opens thanks to proceeds from video lottery terminals,
Miami Valley’s purses are up over the prior meet. The live racing calendar calls for 89 programs from Jan. 2 through May 3
in 2015, up from 65 race cards in 2014. Average nightly purse
distribution will be approximately $90,000 for the first month
of the upcoming season, a considerable increase over the
$60,000 in average nightly purses in 2014. The $5,000 claiming pace for horses and geldings carried a purse of $4,000 in
February 2014, but is now at $4,500. The Open Pace received
a more substantial increase, jumping from $9,500 to $15,500.
Miami Valley opened for racing in February 2014 and while
its five-eighths mile racing surface was applauded, the paddock was criticized for its lack of basic winter racing amenities,
most notably heat. The paddock has since been fully insulated
and overhead gas heating units have been placed throughout
the building. Bath stalls have been improved, including the addition of several huge hot water tanks. In addition, seven more
television monitors have been placed throughout the paddock.
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Baillargeon Finding
Doncango Can Go
Doncango has been in trainer Ben Baillargeon’s barn only
two months, but one thing seems certain: The newly-turned
4-year-old trotter likes the camera. Following a sixth-place
finish in his Woodbine Racetrack debut for the Baillargeon
Stable after being purchased at the Harrisburg mixed sale
for $62,000, Doncango has won two straight, prevailing by
a nose in photo finishes in each.
“He’s a nice horse,” offered Baillargeon. “I still have a little
bit of improvement on him to do, and that will come with
time. I really like him; I think he’s a keeper.”
A son of Donato Hanover, Doncango is out of the A Go Go
Lauxmont mare B Cor Tamgo, making him a half brother to
the undefeated 2002 Two-Year-Old Colt Trotter of the Year
Broadway Hall and 2008 William
“He doesn’t give
Wellwood Memorial winner Tom
100 percent yet,
but when a horse Cango. Bred by Arlene and Jules
Siegel, Doncango was camcomes by him,
paigned as a 2 year old by trainer
then he’ll fight.”
Jim Campbell before being pur– Ben Baillargeon
chased at the 2013 Harrisburg
on Doncango
mixed sale for $42,000 by Bernie
Noren, assistant trainer in the Ake Svandstedt Stable.
Doncango made 10 starts for Team Svandstedt in 2014, with
a lone 1:54 victory at the Meadowlands. That win prompted
the trotter being entered in the $1 million Hambletonian at
the Meadowlands, but he made a break, joining heavy favorite Father Patrick and Datsyuk on the gallop at the start.
Later entered a second time to be sold at Harrisburg, Baillargeon bought Doncango on behalf of a partnership of
himself, Claude Hamel and Santo and Nunzio Vena. Baillargeon said he started from scratch with Doncango once
he got him back to his farm in Rockwood, Ont.
“I had no idea what he wore,” he said. “The first week I
raced him with an open bridle and since he’s still a stud that
wasn’t good for him. The second time around I changed the
shoeing up front and put a Kant See Back blinker on him
and he responded very well.”
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Doncango’s two Woodbine victories came with Baillargeon’s brother, Mario, in the sulky. Both wins also
came after starting from post 6. On Dec. 6, Doncango
made the front early, got covered up in the two hole and
then, after re-taking the lead in midstretch, held off a late
rally by JC’s Jake to get the nod in 1:56.4. On Dec. 20,
Doncango got away second before being moved to the
front down the backstretch and then holding off Seawind
Pascale at the wire in 1:55.
“He doesn’t give 100 percent yet, but when a horse comes
by him, then he’ll fight,” said Ben Baillargeon. “Last week I
thought he would win by five, but when Mario pulled the
plugs he sat on the bike. I guess he’s scared to get beat. I
think there is more to come for him.”
Doncango was the betting favorite in each of his two victories, and by just a few dollars he is able to squeak by one
more week in the same class—a $20,000 race for non-winners of three races or $75,000(C) lifetime. Doncango’s latest
victory brought his career earnings to $73,939(C). He will
start from post 2 in Race 3 on Saturday night at Woodbine
as the 5-2 morning-line favorite to three-peat.
Baillargeon said Doncango’s upcoming starts include the
Don Mills Series in April at Woodbine.
“He’s been a better horse at the farm the last two or
three weeks,” he said. “When I first bought him he was
pretty rambunctious. He wanted to be a bully, but now
he’s two-fingers.”
Also at Woodbine on Saturday night, and making his first
start as a 7 year old, is Modern Legend, who lit up the Mohawk toteboard back on Aug. 30 when he won the $583,280
Canadian Pacing Derby at odds of 66-1. He later finished
fourth in the Breeders Crown Open Pace at the Meadowlands.
Modern Legend finished a close fifth as the 4-5 betting favorite last time out in the $34,000 Preferred after starting
from the outside post 10. After sitting last week out when
the top-class race didn’t fill, Modern Legend will again start
from the outside post in the $34,000 Preferred, but this time
from the seven slot behind the gate. James MacDonald has
been named to drive Modern Legend by owner-trainer Dave
Drew.—By Gordon Waterstone
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The 15 best stories in harness racing in 2014
Before we’re too hasty with the out-with-the-old routine,
let’s take a moment to ponder some of the best stories in
harness racing in 2014. Here’s my ranking of the top 15:
15. Ontario’s five-year, $500 million deal
This one would rank in my top five, maybe even numero
uno, if it came with a long-promised, long-delayed new
source of gaming revenue and wasn’t a giant mea culpa
from the province’s ruling Liberal Party that blundered
mightily when it cancelled the lucrative Slots at Racetracks
Program that was a winner for all parties involved — especially taxpayers. Still, this deal stabilized an industry that
was tanking rapidly. For that, it makes the list.
14. Commander Crowe crowned
Third time was the charm in the Breeders Crown for this
striking 11-year-old European invader. His victory not only
was the perfect cap to the Crown’s 30th anniversary bash,
he further opened the door for future international participation, the key to tapping crucial foreign betting markets.
13. Christoforou’s comeback
Just a few years after his career was in freefall, three-time
Canadian driver of the year Chris Christoforou rebounded
with his best campaign in eight years and was tabbed as a
finalist as his country’s best reinsman in 2014 (winner to be
announced in February).
12. Andy Miller’s comeback
Seven months after a crash at Yonkers that left him with
two broken vertebrae, driver Andy Miller made a remarkable comeback driving Traceur Hanover to victory in the
Breeders Crown 2-Year-Old Colt Pace.
11. LandMark 6 gets Hambletonian horse
In a moonshot for fractional ownership groups and anyone who ever dreamed of owning even a tail-hair of horse,
the LandMark 6 group not only landed in the Hambletonian
with the Mark Steacy-trainee Harper Blue Chip, they finished third out of the nine hole at 46-1.
10. Ontario’s Harness Alliance
By joining forces to share costs, coordinate schedules and
promote each other, Ontario’s eight-track Harness Alliance
proved you can increase wagering if you work together and
are fortunate to have solid stewardship such as that provided by Toronto’s Woodbine Entertainment Group.
9. Modern Legend posts 66-1 Derby upset
Dreamers take note. Retired GM executive Dave Drew owns,
trains and cares for just one horse—and that homebred, Mod-
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ern Legend, happened to post a 66-1 upset in the Canadian
Pacing Derby against a four-horse Ron Burke armada.
8. JK She’salady/Nancy Johansson/3 Brothers
What more can be said about a perfect 2 year old that
nabbed the Horse of the Year title, catapulted trainer Nancy
Johansson to the Rising Star Award, and helped the three
Katz brothers to a share of the Owner of the Year Award?
7. Yonkers taps into France
Finding new betting markets will be key to the sport’s survival and Yonkers’ Sunday matinee experiment earned more
than $7.5 million in European handle in just five weeks.
6. Sebastian K goes sub-1:50
Sebastian K not only became the first trotter to break the
1:50 in a race on a traditional oval, he obliterated the barrier
by a full second and did it on a five-eighths mile track—the
lightning-fast dirt at Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs.
5. Red Mile to get Historical Racing
The announcement that Historical Racing games are expected to debut at The Red Mile in Lexington in 2015 is a
lifeline to one of the sport’s most important institutions, and
the partnership with iconic Thoroughbred institution
Keeneland made it even more newsworthy.
4. Ron Burke
Spare me the “he trains a huge stable” argument. His numbers are mind-blowing. In 2014, Ron Burke became the first
trainer to surpass $100 million in lifetime earnings, posted his
second straight 1,000-win season (winning once every five
starts) and set a new record for earnings in a year with more
than $28 million banked. Jimmy Takter was flashier, but Burke
posted numbers that will be tough to beat, except by him.
3. The new Meadowlands
In 2014, the smaller, hipper new grandstand at the Meadowlands welcomed its first Hambletonian and Breeders
Crown and breathed new life into the sport’s flagship facility.
2. Jack Darling
The low-key Canadian trainer not only led the charge for donations to get the Meadowlands Pace and Little Brown Jug on
the CBS Sports Network, he then turned around and helped
raise $100,000 for the family of late trainer Mark Austin.
1. Mohawk’s $5-million card
Nothing’s more important than increasing wagering and
the $5.15 million bet on the Aug. 30 Metro/Canadian Pacing
Derby card at Mohawk was an incredible achievement. With
WEG’s Jackpot Hi 5 wager on mandatory payout, more than
$2 million was bet into that pool alone to drive total handle
to double what it was for the same card in 2013.
Dave Briggs was the editor of The Canadian Sportsman
for 18 years and is an award-winning journalist. His
column appears in HarnessRacing Weekend Preview
in part through the advertising support of Hanover
Shoe Farms and Woodbine Entertainment Group.
Any opinions expressed in this column are his own and
not necessarily those of the Horseman Publishing
Company and its publications or its advertisers.
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Dr. Don Mossbarger Dies At 92

Pompano Sees Big Increase In Handle

Donald E. Mossbarger, DVM, 92, founder of Midland Acres
of Bloomingburg, Ohio, died peacefully in his sleep at home
on Jan. 1, 2015.
Midland Acres was originally established in the 1960s to
supplement Dr. Mossbarger’s veterinary practice. Midland
Acres has stood some of Ohio’s best stallions such as
Speed In Action, Final Score and Nobleland Sam. Today,
Midland Acres stands nine stallions, including the 2008
Meadowlands Pace champion Art Official and 2011 Little
Brown Jug winner Big Bad John.
Dr. Mossbarger was a tireless supporter of Ohio’s harness
racing industry, including the efforts to bring video lottery
terminals to Ohio’s racetracks. He was a member of the Little Brown Jug Society and a past president and former
board member of the Ohio Harness Horsemen’s Association. In 1994 Dr. Mossbarger was elected into the Ohio Harness Racing Hall of Fame and in 2014 he was selected as the
30th Little Brown Jug Wall of Fame honoree by the
Delaware County Fair.

Since opening the doors for the 51st season of live racing
action in October, things have been on the rise at the Isle
Casino Pompano Park.
Through 41 race dates, total handle is up an astonishing
34.4% even with 9 less total races to kick-off the 2014-15 campaign. There have already been four programs that eclipsed
the half-million dollar mark in total handle, a feat that was
not done last season until after the turn of the calendar year.
Handle peaked on Tuesday, Dec. 23, when a total of
$847,199 was bet on the 11-race program, the highest handle
on a live card in nearly 8 years, since February 2007. That
same night, a Pick 4 carryover of nearly $7,700 fueled an alltime track record total Pick 4 pool of $50,147.
Brett Revington, Director of Racing, opted to make
changes to the wagering menu after taking over the reins a
few weeks prior to the 2014-15 season. Superfecta minimums were increased to 20 cents on each race, with the addition of a potential carryover if no one selected the
superfecta order of finish. The 20-cent Jackpot Hi-Five was
added in early December to the finale on each program, already paying out the jackpot twice, and currently sitting
with a carryover just shy of $20,000.
The track also renewed a relationship with the TVG network, allowing exposure of the live racing action to a national audience.
“We remain committed to offering great value to our customers, a great product on the track, and the ability to be aggressive with guaranteed wagering pools,” said Revington.
The popular Pick 4 which typically features a $5,000 Guaranteed pool, has been increased to $7,500 throughout the entire month of January in partnership with the USTA Strategic
Wagering program. The Pick 4 will feature the $7,500 guarantee every night, with the exception of Saturday evenings.
On-track patrons have also been noticing big changes in
their live racing experience, with more on the way.
Track officials were forced to close down the original
grandstand constructed over 50 years ago, but they have
added many amenities to the outdoor apron and outdoor
seating area located in the homestretch. A brand new outdoor bar was constructed to overlook the track above the
stadium seating, with terminals and wide-screen tvs at
every turn. There were also other additions including a
brand new winner’s circle, with a food truck and live tellers
added to the track apron.
“We are currently getting quotes and looking to possibly
add a jumbotron to the infield to further improve the on
track experience for our patrons, as well as continuing already popular promotions such as $1 night specials and our
$1,500 cash ‘Grand Giveaway,’” said Revington.

Ronnie Wrenn Jr. Wins Dash Title
Ronnie Wrenn Jr. won six races on Wednesday night (Dec.
31) at Sports Creek Raceway, giving him 849 victories for
the season and his second consecutive North American
dash crown. Wrenn won last year’s dash title with 714 wins.
Wrenn and Aaron Merriman were in a fierce battle for the
No. 1 spot in wins among all harness racing drivers in
North America, with Merriman holding a 28-victory advantage, 799-771, heading into racing action on Dec. 12. But
Wrenn closed out the month by winning 78 races over the
final three weeks and vaulted past Merriman by one tally
when he won four times on the Dec. 29 card at Northfield
Park. He extended that margin to five when posting six wins
to Merriman’s two on Dec. 30 at Northfield.
Both drivers headed to Sports Creek on Wednesday
night with Wrenn winning six and Merriman scoring
once. That gave Wrenn 849 winning drives for the season
to Merriman’s 839.
The 28-year-old Wrenn was sidelined for much of January
because of wrist surgery and also endured the loss of his
father to cancer in May. Wrenn changed his colors to his father’s black and maroon in tribute to his dad.
Despite the hardships, Wrenn this season joined a small
group of drivers to win at least 700 races in back-to-back
years. The others are Tim Tetrick, Tony Morgan, Dave Palone,
Walter Case Jr., Jack Moiseyev, Herve Filion, and Mike
Lachance. Tetrick and Morgan are the only drivers to do it
more than once and Morgan is the only one to extend the
streak beyond two years—winning at least 700 races from
2005-08 and also 1995-97. (USTA)

Continues on page 7 › › › ›
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Darling, Siegelman Tapped For Awards
For their vision of giving back to life beyond the racetrack,
the US Harness Writers Association has voted Jack Darling
two Dan Patch Awards–the Unsung Hero and Good Guy
awards–and Robbie Siegelman has been selected to receive
the January Davies Humanitarian Award.
Darling was the driving force behind two major fundraising efforts in 2014—initiating a broad-based fundraising
effort to support telecasts of the Meadowlands Pace and
the Little Brown Jug and establishing a fund for the family
of his late friend and fellow horseman Mark Austin. When
both projects became overwhelming successes, both the
drive for television fund and the campaign to help
Austin’s family, centered around a “tribute night” to Keith
and Ron Waples, raised more than $100,000 for their respective causes.
Robbie Siegelman, a New York/New Jersey trainer, has
been working with unsung heroes for years–human heroes,
people with daunting life challenges, such as the effects of
military service on veterans and their families, the underprivileged of large inner cities, kids battling the horrors of
cancer. Siegelman’s special tool is the use of one of the
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mostly universally-acclaimed means of therapy–the Standardbred horse.
Both men have rung up very good training statistics since
the USTA began compiling conditioner standings in 1991,
with both individuals having guided the winners of more
than $10 million in that period.
Awards for Darling and Siegelman, along with the Dan
Patch Horse of the Year and additional human awards,
will be presented on Sunday, February 22, 2015 in Orlando, Florida. Tickets for this gala event, the Dan Patch
Awards Banquet—Night of Champions, are now available. Tickets for the Dan Patch Awards Banquet are now
available can be reserved via telephone or Email by contacting Judy Davis-Wilson at 302-359-3630 or Email:
mailto:zoe8874@aol.com or Steve Wolf at 954-654-3757
or Email: stevenwolf1956@gmail.com.
Substantial savings on hotel rooms can be attained for
this event, which is being held at the DoubleTree by
Hilton Hotel Orlando at SeaWorld. A special rate of $115
can be reserved by calling 407-352-1100 BEFORE January 25, 2015, and mentioning code: Dan Patch or clicking
here.
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Final Standardbred Poll

Leading Breeders

Hambletonian Society/Breeders Crown Poll compiled by
Harness Racing Communications for the week of December 2, 2014

Breeder

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

JK She’salady (26)
Shake It Cerry (3)
Father Patrick (2)
Nuncio
Sebastian K
Sweet Lou (4)
Mission Brief
McWicked
Trixton
Always B Miki

AGS

St-1-2-3

Earnings

Pts

Pvs

2pf
3tf
3tc
3tc
8th
5ph
2tf
3pc
3tc
3pc

12-12-0-0
17-15-0-1
17-12-3-0
17-11-5-1
13-8-2-0
19-11-3-1
13-9-0-0
22-11-5-4
11-8-1-1
19-12-4-0

$883,330
1,230,411
1,693,081
1,458,071
663,853
1,361,433
591,070
1,322,157
893,370
791,482

330
293
249
198
194
185
157
81
52
50

1
2
4
5
3
7
6
8
10
9

Others receiving votes: Artspeak 39, Commander Crowe, Pinkman 25, JK Endofanera 11,
Limelight Beach, Maven 10, Intimidate 3, Color’s A Virgin, In The Arsenal, Modern Family,
Wild Honey 2, Creatine, E L Titan, Freaky Feet Pete, Lifetime Pursuit, Natural Herbie 1.

Harness Racing Leaders
Compiled by the USTA—through December 31, 2014 (week difference Dec. 17-31).

Leading North American-Based Money-Winning Horses
Sts.
17
23
17
19
17
20
18
11
12
26

Father Patrick (3tc)
McWicked (3pc)
Nuncio (3tc)
Sweet Lou (5ph)
Shake It Cerry (3tf)
JK Endofanera (3pc)
All Bets Off (3pc)
Trixton (3tc)
JK She’salady (2pf)
Foiled Again (10pg)

W
12
12
11
11
15
10
11
8
12
6

P
3
5
5
3
0
5
2
1
0
8

S
0
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
5

Earnings
$1,693,081
1,472,937
1,458,071
1,361,433
1,230,411
1,104,035
911,425
893,370
883,330
863,563

Leading Money-Winning Drivers
Yannick Gingras
Tim Tetrick
Ron Pierce
David Miller
Brian Sears
Corey Callahan
Jason Bartlett
Matt Kakaley
Brett Miller
George Brennan

Sts.
2,250
2,727
3,002
2,352
2,145
3,521
2,608
2,690
2,977
2,529

W-P-S
555-389-273
519-434-384
448-469-384
348-341-340
441-329-294
585-509-505
535-403-346
368-383-382
390-354-405
440-370-299

UDR
.383
.326
.279
.277
.336
.294
.335
.263
.242
.295

Earnings (wk. diff)
$17,295,456 ($21,032)
11,981,514 (156,197)
10,971,673 (0)
9,738,421 (96,393)
9,650,226 (0)
9,082,461 (216,319)
8,107,565 (0)
8,102,879 (41,075)
7,945,493 (119,605)
7,378,351 (0)

Leading Money-Winning Trainers
Sts.
W-P-S
Ron Burke
5,031 1091-857-662
Jimmy Takter
729
192-123-84
Erv Miller
1,302 228-194-182
Casie Coleman
443
108-76-64
P.J. Fraley
1,064 170-161-150
Julie Miller
709 151-108-107
Tony Alagna
733
155-100-87
Rene Allard
1,490 319-221-194
Gilbert Garcia-Herrera 1,210 264-214-162
Virgil Morgan Jr.
1,393 328-207-197

UTR
.355
.396
.304
.387
.291
.348
.327
.340
.361
.365

Earnings (wk. diff)
$28,395,784 ($101,724)
13,359,991 (8,100)
4,589,819 (0)
4,503,668 (0)
4,335,712 (0)
4,097,813 (29,877)
3,984,603 (33,744)
3,912,276 (0)
3,309,548 (0)
2,604,449 (85,904)

Starters Winners Wins

Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.
1,091
Winbak Farm
1,012
Brittany Farms
312
Perretti Farms
353
Kentuckiana Farms Gen Par
264
Steve Stewart
144
Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.
186
White Birch Farm
162
Robert McIntosh Stables Inc. 137
Frederick Hertrich III
171

777 2,620
669 2,075
236
835
246
852
178
558
108
354
135
464
114
406
99
378
123
373

Earnings

$29,250,959
16,903,381
15,124,271
8,931,294
5,705,171
5,303,956
5,289,458
5,075,204
4,466,937
4,309,740

Leaders Of The Week
Ranked by wins for Dec. 17-31 from results at major North American pari-mutuel tracks.

Drivers

Starts

W-P-S

Ronnie Wrenn Jr.........................136................46-24-17
Alfred Carroll ................................91..................24-15-9
Aaron Merriman .........................130................23-29-17
Casey Leonard .............................80..................20-13-9
Corey Callahan .............................81 ................20-16-10
Luke Plano....................................46....................16-6-5
Robert Shepherd ..........................57....................15-6-7
Bob McClure ................................82 ................13-14-13
Josh Sutton ..................................58....................13-9-8
Todd Warren..................................74 ..................13-10-4
Trevor Henry.................................71 ..................13-5-10
Tyler Smith ...................................95 ................13-11-12
Darrell Wright ...............................37 ....................11-6-2
James MacDonald .......................95 ..................11-5-12
Kurt Sugg .....................................81 ..................11-6-16
Austin Siegelman .........................43....................10-3-5
Dave Palone .................................21....................10-2-1
Jean Plante...................................58 ..................10-13-5
Jody Jamieson .............................58 ..................10-12-3
Michael Oosting ...........................85 ................10-10-11
Tim Tetrick ....................................52....................10-9-9
Bruce Aldrich Jr. ...........................55....................9-17-5
Ed Hensley ...................................38....................9-13-5
John DeLong................................69....................9-14-6
Kody Massey................................46 .....................9-9-4
Robert Smolin ..............................53 ....................9-9-11

Trainers

Wins

Richard Moreau.........................................................12
Victor Puddy ..............................................................12
Virgil Morgan Jr .........................................................12
Patrick Shepherd .......................................................10
Brett Headworth .........................................................9
Jeff Brewer .................................................................9
Tim Brown ..................................................................8
Gene Vallandingham....................................................6
James Ellison ..............................................................6
Ron Burke ...................................................................6
Benoit Baillargeon .......................................................5
Darrell Wright ..............................................................5
David McCaffrey .........................................................5
Ray Burt ......................................................................5
Terry Leonard ..............................................................5
Todd Warren ................................................................5
Wayne Givens .............................................................5

January

2015

sunday

monday

tuesday

wednesday

thursday

1

friday

saturday

2

3

9

10

New Year’s Day

4

5

6

7

8

Blizzard 3&4YO FM Pace (Wdb) Snowshoe 3&4YO Pace (Wdb)
Super Bowl 3&4YO Trot (M) Worldly Beauty 3&4YO FM Pace (M)

11

12

13

14

15

16

Blizzard 3&4YO FM Pace (Wdb) Snowshoe 3&4YO Pace (Wdb)
Super Bowl 3&4YO Trot (M) Worldly Beauty 3&4YO FM Pace (M)

18

19

20

21

22

Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Tattersalls Select Mixed Sale
at E. Rutherford, N.J.

25

Prix d’Amerique (Vincennes)

26

23

Blizzard Pace final (Wdb)
Snowshoe Pace final (Wdb)

27

28

29

30

Escort 3&4YO Pace (M)

17

Escort 3&4YO Pace (M)

24
Escort Pace final (M)
Super Bowl Trot final (M)
Worldly Beauty Pace final (M)

31

